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FOWP notes for SGRA virtual meeting 31st March 2020 
 

Greenspaces 

There is now overwhelming evidence that regular physical activity, such as walking, is one of the best 

things anyone can do to keep healthy.  

There is also increasing evidence that spending time in green spaces such as parks and gardens is good for 

our mental health, as well as our physical health.  

Taken together, it is clear that we should be encouraging people of all ages and backgrounds to walk to, and 

through, their local urban parks and green spaces, and we should be making it easier for them to do so.  

 

Water play area – 10,100 views on Facebook  

This was closed due to an unrepairable fault and the cost to reinstate this facility is over £200K. A bid has been 

made by Doug Napier (Greenspaces Manager) for this to be reinstated.   

 

Toilets - 900 plus views on Facebook 

 These are checked and cleaned every two hours and a tick added to the attendance sheet found in each 

facility. Any problems should be reported to park staff.  

 Frequent closures due to blockage were a real problem.  

 Plans of the sewers and water pipes have been obtained from Thames Water and this should help 

identify underground problem/s.  

 Liaising with Cllr Ed Gretton on improving the playground toilet block. 

 

Commercial events  

Commercial events range from Fireworks where attendances are about 20,000 over 2 performances to Food 

Festival with 10,000 visitors (in 2016) over 2 days. Strong views are held both for, against and in between over 

the value of commercial events. However the demand is clearly there but increasingly complaints concerning 

the damage done to the grass and displacing of other Wellbeing activities have grown dramatically. 

  

Pines & Needles has been an annual pop up shop for almost ten years but reinstatement of the grass area is not 

currently undertaken. Last year it returned to green in May (some of it was grass) to then be covered over during 

Wimbledon Fortnight. Consequently it’s an unsightly earthy patch for most of each year. 

 

Little Christmas in a Big Top 14/12/19 to 5/1/20 required about 1ha of the Great Field. When it left visitors were 

horrified by the muddy patch that it uncovered! The operator of this event is well intentioned but the task of 

reinstating this area to grass before June looks nigh impossible! It also blocks the route for the Junior Park Run! 

 

Like other Local Authorities, LBM need Commercial Events to help fund their Greenspaces. Wellbeing is 

improved by visiting greenspaces and research increasingly shows this matters to maintain a healthy population 

both mentally and physically. Where standards are lowered such as bare ground rather than grass is visible then 

the value to Wellbeing reduces. 

 

A lot more thought needs to be given to Commercial events and the effect they are having on other activities, 

landscape, biodiversity, habitat and visitors enjoyment. This may require radical solutions including significant 

investments. 

 

Financial performance 
From WIMBLEDON PARK & LAKE MASTERPLAN: 

“6.1.4. It can be seen from the table that the Park is currently estimated to produce a net annual surplus of 
circa ￡96.5k based on its day to day revenue running costs however once an estimation for the Council’s 

capital and lifecycle responsibilities are factored into the calculation it results in an estimated net annual 

expenditure of circa ￡110k per annum. 

 

6.1.8. The parks management contract incorporates the collection of all income and the incurring of all 

expenditure in relation to the park by IdVerde with the exception of the water sports centre, the lease to the cafe, 

the income from events and the lifecycle replacement of the assets which are all still to be retained on an in-

house basis by the Council.” 
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We recognised funding and capacity as an issue for LBM in 2014. So we applied to the Heritage Lottery Fund 

(HLF). We had a good reply from the HLF as well as getting support from the other two owners, LBW who 

gave us an officer Paul McCue and Zosia Mellor from Historic England.  The letters contain good advice which 

we have followed.  LBM didn’t engage with us so that opportunity has gone.  Paul McCue has since retired and 
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not been replaced. We have offered to work and lead on a new application for Heritage Lottery Fund.  Other 

sources of funding need to be considered as well. 

 

National Grid 

National Grid are removing their equipment later this year.  The work will involve digging it up from The Glade 

in Horse Close Wood to Revelstoke Road entrance. It makes sense to carry out improvements to this entrance at 

the same time. Details of this project can be found on our website. 

 

Flood Study 
This involves identifying what work needs to be done to the dam to address the requirements of the Reservoir 

Act.  Options are currently being considered by the Steering Group but these haven’t been released to the public. 
It will involve significant changes. 

 

Figure 2.2 shows lake, dam and Wimbledon Park brook (listed as a sewer) with outlet into river Wandle. 

 

 
 

Managing change in the Heritage Park 

Golf ceases to be played in the northern section of the golf course on January 2022.  The Qualifying Rounds will 

come to Wimbledon Park.  We’re giving a lot of thought to the opportunities that this could generate. 

 

Finally if you support our volunteer work we’d appreciate it if more in the community became members. Our 
funds are low but whilst keeping expenditure controlled more income would be welcome.  

http://www.friendsofwimbledonpark.org.uk 

 

Nick Steiner  

Chairman FOWP March 2020 

 

 

http://www.friendsofwimbledonpark.org.uk/

